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Abstract

through compiler optimization is to match the ratio of memory operationsto floating-point operationsin a programloop
(loop balance) to the optimum such ratio handledby a target machine(machine balance) with a transformationcalled
unroll-and-jam (outer-loop unrolling) [S, 71. Unroll-andjam hasbeenshownto be effectiveat lowering the difference
betweenloop balance and machine balance. Speedupson
the order of 20 are possibleon nestedloops while speedups
on the order of 2 are frequent [7].
Previous work with unroll-and-jam has usedthe dependence graph to compute a formula by which loop balance
can be predicted basedupon unroll amounts [S, 71. The
problem with this approachis that it requires the coniputation and storageof input dependencesto determinememory
reuse[ 131.Input dependencesmakeup a largeportion of the
resulting dependencegraphandareonly neededfor memory
performanceanalysis. Therefore,time and spacearewasted
when the input dependencesare not needed.
Wolf and Lam presenta linear-algebra-basedapproach
to memory-reuseanalysis that obviates the need to compute and store input dependences[15]. In this paper, we
show how to compute unroll amounts using their linearalgebra-basedreuse analysis. This method will save a
significant amount of dependencegraph storagespaceand
will eliminate the complicated special-caseanalysis of the
dependence-based
approach.
The rest of this paperbeginswith relatedwork andbackground material. Then, we presentour algorithm for computing loop balance and an experiment showing the savings in dependencegraphspaceobtainedby the linear algebra model. Finally, we presentour conclusions and future
work.

Modern architectural trends in instruction-level parallelism (ILP) are to increase the computational power of
microprocessors significantly. As a result, the demands on
nzemoq have increased. Unfortunately, memory systems
have not kept pace. Even hierarchical cache structures are
ineffective if programs do not exhibit cache locality. Because of this compilers need to be concerned not only with
finding ILP to utilize machine resources effective& but also
with ensuring that the resulting code has a high degree of
cache locality.
One compiler transformation that is essentialfo? a compiler to meet the above objectives is unroll-and-jam, or
outer-loop unrolling.
Previous work either has used a
dependence-based model [7] to compute unroll amounts,
significantly increasing the size of the dependence graph,
or has applied a more brute force technique [Is], In this
paper; we present an algorithm that uses a linear-algebrabased technique to compute unroll amounts. This technique
results in an 84% reduction over dependence-based techniques in the total number of dependences needed in our
benchmark suite . Additionall]; there is no loss in optimization performance over previous techniques and a more
elegant solution is utilized.

1. Introduction
The power of the microprocessorhas beendramatically
improved through multiple instruction-issuein a single cycle
and pipelined functional units. As a result, more operations
canbe performedper machinecycle. However,the speedof
memory has not beenincreasing at the samerate, resulting
in a memory bottleneck. Even with the use of memory
hierarchy, poor cacheperformance,large memory latencies
and limited bandwidth of memory systemsare still causing
idle computationcycles and empty pipeline stages.
One part of attacking these performance problems
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2. Related Work
Callahan, Cocke and Kennedy describe unroll-and-jam
in the context of loop balance, but they do not present a
methodto computeunroll amountsautomatically [4]. Aiken
andNicolau discussa transformationidentical to unroll-and-
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jam called loop quantization[I]. To ensureparallelism, they
performa strict quantizationwhereeachloop is unrolled until iterations areno longer dataindependent.However, with
softwareor hardwarepipelining true dependencesbetween
the unrolled iterations do not prohibit low-level parallelism.
Thus, their method unnecessarilyrestricts unroll amounts.
Wolf and Lam presentthe framework for determining data
locality that we use in this paper. They use loop interchange and tiling to improve locality [15]. They present
unroll-and-jam in this context as register tiling, but they do
not presenta method to determine unroll amounts. In [S],
a method that improves ILP by matching the resourcerequirementsof a loop as closely as possible to the resources
provided by a machine is presented. However, this work
assumesthat all memory referencesare cachehits. In [7],
cache effects are added to the resource requirementsof a
loop, but dependence-analysis-based
data-reuseanalysis is
used. Finally, Wolf, Maydan and Chen present a method
similar to ours [16]. They include tiling and permutationin
their method. Weconsideronly unroll-and-jam in our work.
However, Wolf, et al., unroll data structures,exhaustively
trying eachunroll amountand computing their performance
metric for each potential new loop body. Instead, we directly precomputetablesthat do not require unrolling a data
structure and give a more elegant solution to the problem.
Additionally, Wolf, et al., do not include cacheeffectswhen
performing unroll-and-jam. Our method can possibly be
substitutedfor their techniqueof computing unroll amounts
within their optimization framework.

3. Background
In this research,we assumea traditional highly optimizing scalar compiler for an instruction-level parallel (ILP)
target machine (e.g., DEC Alpha). To estimatethe utilization of available ILP in loops under this assumption,we use
the notion of balancedefined previously [4,7].

numberof memory operationsissued,ML, to the numberof
floating-point operationsissued, FL’. Since h!lL assumes
that all loads are cachehits, we get a poor estimation of the
memory requirementsof the loop. To include cachemisses.
we add to the numberof memory operationsthe cachemiss
penalty for eachload that is determinedto be a cachemiss
by reuseanalysis [ 13, 151.This allows us to charge for the
delay slots introduced by the cachemiss.
Since somearchitecturesallow cachemiss latency to bc
hidden either via non-blocking loads or software prcfctching. our model is designedto handle the case where 0 or
more cache miss penalties can be eliminated. To accomplish this we assumethat an architecturehasa prefctch-issue
buffer size of Phf 2 0 instructions and a prefetch latency
of L&f > 0 cycles. This gives a prefetch issue bandwidth
of I&f = e.
Since an effective algorithm for software
prefetching has already been developedby Mowry, et al.,
we will use it to help model the prefetching bandwidth rcquirements of a loop [I43. Essentially, only those array
referencesthat are determinedto be cachemissesin the innermost loop by the data-reusemodel will be prcfetched.
An innermost loop requires PL prefetchesevery LL cycles
(where LL is the number of cycles neededto execute one
iteration of the loop) to hide main memorylatency,giving an
issue-bandwidthrequirementof Zr. = &. If L 2 2~1,then
main memory latency canbe hidden. However, if IL > I,\[,
then PL - 1~1LL prefetchescannotbe serviced. Assuming
that prefetchesaredroppedif the prefetchbuffer is full, then
the prefetchesthat cannot be serviced will be cachemisses.
To factor this cost into the number of memory acccsscsin
a loop, an unservicedprefetch will have the additional cost
of the ratio of the cost of a cache miss, G, to the cost
of a cachehit, Ch, memory accesses.This is exprcsscdas
follows:
h4L +(PL - I&L)+
PL =

FL

3.1. Machine Balance
A computer is balancedwhen it can operatein a steady
statemannerwith both memory accessesand floating-point
operationsbeing performedat peak speed.To quantify this
relationship, we define PM as the rate at which data can
be fetched from memory, MM, compared to the rate at
which floating-point operationscan be performed,FM. So,
/3~ = $$$. The values of Mhf, and FM representpeak
performancewhere the size of a word is the sameas the
precision of the floating-point operations. Every machine
has at least one intrinsic ,8&f,

3.2. Loop Balance
Just as machineshave a balanceratio, so do loops. Loop
balance is defined by Callahan, et al., to be the ratio of the
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where

2+=1z0

if.r>O
if;c<O

If an architecture does not have a prefetch buffer, WCcan
set IM = 0 and the formulation will still incorporatecache
missesinto the computation of loop balance.
Comparing ,8,lf to @Lcan give us a measureof the pcrformance of a loop running on a particular architecture If
PL > PM, then the loop needsdata at a higher rate than
the machinecanprovide and,as a result, idle computational
cycles will exist. Such loops are called nrentory bawd.
‘In this work, we rely on the method in [4] to remove the effect of
recurrences.

The performanceof memory-boundloops can be improved
by lowering/?L with unroll-and-jam and scalarreplacement
[S, 71. In this paper,we only addressthe improvement of
memory-boundloops.

3.3. Using Balance to Optimize Loops
Unroll-and-jam is a transformation that can be used to
improve the performanceof memory-bound loops by lowering loop balance[2,4,8,7]. Additional computation can
be introduced into an innermost loop body without a proportional increasein memory references.For example,the
loop:
DO J = 1, 2*N
DO I = 1, M
A(J) = A(J)
ENDDO
ENDDO

+ B(I)

after unroll-and-jam of the J-loop becomes:
DO J = 1, 2*N, 2
DO I = 1, M
A(J) = A(J) + B(1
A(J+l)
= A(J+l)
+
ENDDO
ENDDO

The original loop has one floating-point operation and one
memory reference(A(J) can be held in a register), giving
a balance of 1 (excluding cache effects). After applying
unroll-and-jam, the loop has two floating-point operations
andonememoryreference(A (J 1, A ( J+ 1) , andthe second
load of B (I ) can be held in registers). This gives a balance
of 0.5. On a machine with ,0bf = 0.5, the second loop
performs better. Previous work has shown that using the
following objectivesto guide unroll-and-jam is effective at
improving ILP in the innermostloop [8,7].
1. Balancea loop with a particular architecture.
2. Control register pressure.

i-

RL _<R,+f

-

*

DO I= 1, N
DO J = 1, N
A(1) = A(J)
ENDDO
ENDDO

+ 2

Definition 1 Let n be the depth of a loop nest, and d be
the dimensions of an array A. 7ivo references A(f($)) and
A(g(Z)), where f and g are indexing fitnctions 2” 4 Zd,
are uniformly generatedif

min J@L- /3,~1

f(Z) = HI+

ZJ and g(Z) = H5 + Z’

where H is a linear transformation and Ff and Cgare constant vectors.
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To compute the cost of a memory operation, this paper
usesthe linear algebramodel of Wolf and Lam [15]. This
sectiondescribesthe datareusemodel that they have developed.
The two sourcesof data reuseare temporal reuse,multiple accessesto the samememorylocation, andspatialreuse,
accessesto nearbymemory locations that sharea cacheline
or a block of memoryat somelevel of the memoryhierarchy.
Temporal and spatial reusemay result from self-reuse from
a single array referenceor group-reuse from multiple references[ 151.Without loss of generality, we assumeFortran’s
column-major storage.
In Wolf and Lam’s model, a loop nest of depth n correspondsto a finite convex polyhedron Z”, called an iteration
space,bounded by the loop bounds. Each iteration in the
loop correspondsto a node in the polyhedron, and is identified by its index vector 5 = (~1~22,.. . , z~), where ICYis
the loop index of the ifh loop in the nest, counting from
the outermostto the innermost. The iterations that can exploit reuseare called the localized iteration space,L. The
localized iteration spacecan be characterizedas a localized
vector spaceif we abstractaway the loop bounds.
For example,in the following piece of code,if the localized vector spaceis span{(l,l)} , then data reuse for both
A ( I) andA (J) are exploited.

rmiformly generated referencesas defined below [IO].

where the decision variables in the problem are the unroll
amounts for each of the loops in a loop nest and RL and
R&r are the number of registers required by the loop and
provided by the machine, respectively. For each loop nest
within a program, we model its possible transformation as

-- ~

3.4. Data Reuse

In Wolf and Lam’s model, data reuse can only exist in

If thesegoals are expressedmathematically, the following
integer optimization problem results:
objective function:
constraint:

a problem of this form. Solving it will give us the unroll
amountsto balancethe loop nest asmuch aspossible.
For the purposesof this paper,we assumethat the safety
of unroll-and-jam is determinedbefore we attempt to optimize loop balance. The amount of unroll-and-jam that is
determinedto be safeis usedas an upper bound. A detailed
description of how safetyis determinedand its effect on the
limiting of unroll amountscan be found elsewhere[4].

4. Computing Unroll Amounts

For example,in the following loop,
DO I= 1, N
DO J = 1, N
A(I,J)
+ A(I,J+l)
ENDDO
ENDDO

In this section, we detail our computationof iljr, and Rr,
using the reusemodel of Wolf and Lam [ 151.We will show
how to pre-computea matrix of coefficientsthat can be used
to give ,0r. and RL basedupon unroll amountsfor a set of
loops.

-I- A(I,J+2)

the referencescan be written as
[:, ~][:]+[~]~a~d[:,
YI[:]+[i]Referencesin a loop nestare partitioned into different sets,
eachof which operateson the samearray and hasthe same
H. Thesesetsare called rrnijbrmly generatedse& (UGSs).
A referenceis said to haveself-temporal reuseif 3r‘ E L
suchthat Hr’= 6. The solution(s) to this equation is called
the self-temporal reusevector spaceor ROT. A rzference
has self-spatial reuseif 3r’ E L such_thatH$ = 0, where
HS is H with the first row set to 0. The solution(s) to
this equation is called the self-spatial reusevector spaceor
Rss. Two distinct referencesin a UGS, A(HZ + ?I) and
A( HI -I- Zz) havegroup-temporal reuseif 3r’ E L such that
Hr’ = 15,- c’& And finally, two referenceshave groupspatial reuseif ?lr’ E L such that HsF= cf ,.y.- $s.
Using the aboveequationswe canpartition the UGSsinto
sets whose membersexhibit group-temporal reuse (GTSs)
and group-spatialreuse(GSSs). The leader of one of these
setsis the first referencein the setto accessa particular data
element or cacheline. The number of GTSs is denotedby
gT and the number of GSSsis denoted by gs. Wolf and
Lam give the following formula for the number of memory
accessesper iteration for a uniformly generatedset, given a
localized iteration spaceL and cache-line size 1:
gS + (gT - gS)/l
[eSdim(Rs~M)

4.1. Expressing Unroll Amounts
In this work, we expressthe unroll amountsfor a set of
loops as an unroll vector ii = (ul, ~2,. . . , u,) where Zli is
the unroll amount for the ilh loop in a nest counting from
outermostto innermost. Note that u,, will always be 0 as
we do not considerunrolling the innermost loop. The set of
all unroll vectorsis called the rmroll space, 17.In this work,
U is boundedby RM in eachdimension.
Given an array reference with a subscript of the form
H?+ c, where iis the vector of induction variables,unrolland-jamby Z createsa number of new referenceswith the
subscript functions Hz+ HI? + c for each C’ L ii. Here
2 5 u’ implies that u$ 2 ui, 1 < i 5 n. Given a localized
vector spaceL, unroll-and-jam within L will not incrcasc
cachereuse. So, in the following discussionwe will assume
that U # L. To accomplish this, for each non-zero row in
L, we set the correspondingrows to 6 in eachof H and c.

4.2. Computing PL
Assuming that we would like to prefetch every main
memory accessso that we have no cache misses, Pr. is
simply the result of Equation 1. To compute Equation I
given an unroll vector fi, we needto know how many GSSs
and GTSs will exist after unrolling by ii. We can prccomputethis value for eachUGS andunroll vector andstore
that value in a table. Later we can usethe table to detcrminc
the input to Equation 1 given an unroll vector. Figure 2
gives the algorithm for computing the table for the number
of GTSsand Figure 3 give the algorithm for computing the
table for the number of GSSs.
The key to the computation is determining when a GTS
(or GSS) that is a created by unroll-and-jam mergeswith
a previously existing GTS (or GSS)becausethere is locality betweenthe two setswithin the localized vector space,
Whencomputing the numberof GTSsandGSSsafter unrolland-jam, we need only consider the merger of two leaders
into the samegroup. The merger of two leaderswill also
indicate the merger of two entire groups. Each mcmbcr
of a copy of a group createdby unroll-and-jam will have
the same H and their respective constant vectors will bc
changedby the sameratio. So, the copieswill all belong to
the samegroup (see[ 121for a proof.)

(11

where
e=

0 RsTCIL=
1 otherwise

RssnL

The total numberof memory accessesin L is the sum of the
accessesfor eachuniformly generatedset.

3.5. SJY References
In this paper, we will concentrateon array references
that have a single induction variable (SIV) in eachsubscript
position. In addition, we require eachsubscript to be fully
separable,i.e. eachinduction variable appearsat most once
in any array reference[ll]. In terms of H, each row and
column musthaveatmostonenon-zerovalue. Thesecriteria
may appearto be very restrictive. However, previous work
hasshown that on loops whereunroll-and-jam is applicable
nearly all array referencesfit thesecriteria [8]. Algorithms
to handlemore complicatedsubscriptscan be found in [ 121.
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DO I = 1, N
DO J = I, N
AU, J) = A(I-2,J)

DO I = 1, N, 4
DO J = 1, N
= A(I-2,J)
A(I,J)
A(I+I, J) = A(I-I,J)
A(I+2),J)
= A(I,J)
A(I+3,J)
= A(I+I,J)

Figure 1. Example of Merging GTSs
The copies of two leaders in a UGS, f and g. with cf 5
cg will belong to the same GTS for any unroll vector u’
suchthatHc>
cs-cf.
For each ii that satisfies this
equation, each reference created from g, g’, will have a
corresponding reference created from f, f’, such that 3r’ E
LjHF= cgn- C~I. In the algorithms in Figures 2 and 3, we
use this information to determine the point at which further
unrolling will no longer introduce new GTSs and GSSs,
respectively. Essentially, any v’ 2 Z will cause no increase
in GTSs and GSSs.
For example, in Figure 1, before unrolling the ~-loop
there are two GTS leaders, A(1, J) and A(I-2,
J), if
we consider only the innermost loop as the localized vector
space. Using the above formula we get u’ = (2,0). So, any
unroll vector greater than or equal to (2,0) will not introduce
a new GTS for copies of A (I-2, J) . As can be seen in the
example, the reference created with such unroll vectors, the
reads from A (I, J) and A (I+1 , J) , belong to the same
GTS as the original store to A (I, J) or one of its copies (in
this case A (I+l, Jl ).
In the algorithm in Figure 2, we compute the number of
new GTSs that will exist in an unrolled loop, given a specific
unroll vector. The algorithm begins by ordering all of the
leaders of GTSs from the first (earliest) one to access the
set of values referenced by the UGS to the last. In function
ComputeTable,
we initialize each entry of the table to
the original number of GTSs. This table then contains the
number of new GTSs that are created due to a particular unroll vector if no merging of GTSs occurs. We then consider
each pair of GTSs, starting with the earliest and comparing
with those that occur later in loop execution, to determine at
what point merging occurs, uzyj. We call the earliest leader
under consideration for merging the superleader. If uz:j is
in the unroll space, we reduce the number of GTSs created
for each point between the newly computed value and the
point where this GTS merged with the previous superleader.
When no previous superleader exists (i.e., i = I), we use the
lexicographically largest unroll vector as the upper bound.
The algorithm in Figure 3 for computing the number of
GSSs is similar to the algorithm in Figure 2. The only
difference is the use of Hs rather than H.

function ComputeTable(H,
Temp, S)
Temp = ISI
fori= 1 to/S1 do
forj = i to 1.51do
solve HCi,j = ci - cj
if g,j E UL then
foreach iii,j 5 I < v’i-l,j
Temp[Z’j -end ComputeTable
function Sum(Temp)
Table = 6
foreach u’ E U do
foreach v’ 5 u’ do
Table[u’] + = Temp[q
return Table
end Sum
function ComputeGTSTable(UGS)
foreach u E UGS do
GTSL =Order(GTS leaders)
ComputeTable(H,
Table, GTSL)
return Surct(Table)
end ComputeGTSTable

Figure 2. Computing GTSTable

function ComputeGSSTable(UGS)
foreach u E lrGS do
GSSL =Order(GSS leaders)
ComputeTable(Hs,
Table, GSSL)
return sum(Table)
end ComputeGSSTable

Figure 3. Computing GSSTable
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4.3. Computing ML
To compute~/IL, we must computehow many array referenceswill be removed by scalar replacement(held in a
register) after unroll-and-jam. This is similar to computing
the number of GTSs after unroll-and-jam if the localized
vector space is the innermost loop only. However, it is
possible that there is a definition in a GTS that precludes
referencesfrom being scalarreplaced[3,9]. In the following code,
DOJ = 1, N
DO I= 1, N
A(I,J)
= A(I+l,J)
B(I,J)
= A(I-l,J)
ENDDO
ENDDO

split into mergeableregister-reuseset (MRRS) leaders of
size 1 1. The algorithm for AIL is then the sameas the
algorithm for GTSs except only leadersin the sameMRRS
can be merged.Figure 5 shows the algorithm.
function ComputeRRSTable(llGS)
foreach u E UGS do
RRSL =Order(RRS leaders)
split RRSL into MRRSL
foreach m E n/r RRSL
ComputeTable(H,
Table,m)
return Sum(Tuble)
end ComputeRRSTable

+ lo
+ lo

all of the referencesto A are in the sameGTS. However,
The definition of A(1, J) keeps A(I+l, J) from being
utilized in scalarreplacement.
To account for the above condition, we compute ML
on register-reusesets (RRS). A register-reuseset is a set
of referencesthat uses the same set of values during the
execution of the innermost loop. A GTS can be split up
into multiple RRSs. Essentially, the GTS is ordered from
the earliest referenceto the latest as was done with leaders
previously. A new RRS is createdand referencesare added
to that RRS until a definition is encountered.At that point
a new RRS is created and the processcontinues. In the
previous example, a new RRS is createdafter processing
A (I+1 , 5) when the definition of A ( I, J) is encountered.
The algorithm for computing RRSsis listed in Figure 4.

Figure 5. Computing FIRSTable
4.4. Computing RL
To computeRL, we needto computehow many registers
eachRRS will needafter unroll-and-jam. The algorithm for
computingRL is found in Figure 7. In this algorithm, WC USC
eachmemberof the RRSs, not just the leaders,to mcasurc
the numberof registersneeded.The superleaderof a MRRS
is the sourceof the value that flows through the set. HOWever, the value from the superleadermay cross outer loop
iterations. Since scalarreplacementis only amcnablcto innermostreuse,the value from the superleadermay not provide the value for a scalar-replacedreferenceuntil enough
unrolling has occurred to ensurethat the reuseoccursonly
acrossthe innermost loop.
Consider the example in Figure 6 (reuse within a loop
iteration is denotedwith solid arrows, reuseacrossloop iterations is denoted with dashed arrows). In the original
loop, there are three referencesin the MRRS: A ( I+1 , J) ,
A (I, J) and A (I, J) . Before unrolling, the supcrlcadcr
of the MRRS, A (I+1 , J) , does not provide the value to
scalarreplacethe secondreferenceto A (I, J) in the loop.
In this case, the first reference to A (I, J) provides the
value. However, after unrolling the I-loop by 1, the SUperleaderprovides the value for scalar replacementto the
copies of A (I, J) - that is, the referencesto A ( I+1 , 5)
in statement10 in the unrolled loop. Thercfore, WCmust
considerwhen a non-superleaderprovides a value for scalar
replacement.
In the algorithm of Figure 7, this is accomplished
by adding in register pressure only for unroll amounts
in between where the current superleaderintroduces rcg
ister pressure for another leader, iii,j, and the point
wherethe previoussuperleaderintroducedregisterprcssurc,
min(&t,j, Zi,j+t). Here, if the subscripts XC out of the
boundsof 1 to m, the value in eachvector elementis Rnr.

function ComputeR%(UGS)
foreach U E UGS do
foreach g E GTS do

g = Order(g)
R = new RRS
i=O
while ++ i c jgl do
if g[i] is a def then
R = new RRS
RU= g[i]
return R
end ComputeRRS

Figure 4. Computing Register Reuse Sets
Becausethe reuseof a value doesnot crossa definition,
copies of two RRSscannot be mergedafter unroll-and-jam
unless the leader of the later RRS is not a definition (this
can only happenbetweenGTSs). So, the RRS leaders are
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DO IO I = l,N,2
DO IO J = 1,N

DO IO I = 1,N
DO IO J = i,N
r----

_L

-----1

r-------

-I

A(I+;,J)=A(?,J)+A(I,J)
I
I
I
I
L--,-,--,-,-J

I
I

10 !A(I+;?,J)=A(I+i,J)+n(I+i,J)
I 1I
L-J I
I
I
L -a-----------,-,-J

:
:
I

Figure 6. Multiple Generators in One Partition
not affect the results. The experimentconsistsof two parts:
(1) an analysis of the savingsin dependencegraph size due
to the lack of input dependences,and (2) an evaluation of
the run-time improvementdue to the algorithm.

function ComputeRLTable(UGS)
foreach u E UGS do
RRS = Order(RRSs)
split RRS into MRRS
foreach m E MRRS do
fori=
lto]m]do
for j = jrnl downto i do
solve HZTi,j = Ci - Cj
if iii,j E U then
foreach iii,j 5 5 < min(Zi-t,j, iii,j+t)

Table[Z] +=
return Sum(Tab2e)
end ComputeRLTable

Ci,n

-

5.1. Dependence Graph Savings

Cj,n

Figure 7. Computing RLTable

4.5. Choosing Unroll Amounts
In practice, we limit unroll-and-jam to at most 2 loops.
So, we pick the two loops with the bestlocality asmeasured
by Equation 1 to unroll and then construct the tables, as
describedabove,for thoseloops. Next we searchthe entire
solution space for the unroll amounts that give the best
balance and satisfy the register constraint. Given that we
bound the solution space by Rhf, we can search for the
solution, once we get the tablesconstructed,in 0( Rif).

5. Experiment
Wehaveimplementeda simplified version of theprevious
algorithm 1121in Memoria [6], a source-to-sourceFortran
converter basedupon the ParaScopeprogrammingenvironment [5]. The implementationdiffers from the algorithm in
this paper only when multiple loops must be unrolled to get
inner-loop reuseof a particular reference.This casedid not
appearin our testing, ensuring that our simplifications did

5.2. Execution Time
We tested our algorithm on a set of loops found in the
SPEC92,Perfect, NAS and local benchmark suites. The
loops are chosenfrom thosewithin the suite that are not already balancedand thoseon which unroll-and-jam is legal.
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We ran 1187 routines from SPEC92,Perfect, NAS and
local benchmark suites through Memoria and counted the
number of input dependencesand total dependences.Only
649 of thoseroutines actually had dependencesin them and
we baseour statistics on these. We found that in the loops
that containeddependencesa total of 84%of the 305,885dependenceswere input dependences.On the average55.7%
(or 398) of the dependencesin a routine were input dependences. The standarddeviation for both of these numbers
was quite large. The averagepercentagehad a standarddeviation of 33.6 andthe averagenumberof inputdependences
had a standarddeviation of 3533.
Figure 8 showsthe number of routines with a particular
percentageof input dependences.In 74% of the routines at
least one-third of the dependenceswere input, while in 53%
of the routines at least 50% of the dependenceswere input.
25% of the routines have at least 90% input dependences.
While thesestatisticsshow large variance,they still illuminate the fact that input dependencesoften make up a significant portion of the dependencegraph. Removing these
dependencesnot only cuts down on the spacerequired for a
dependencegraphbut alsoreducesprocessingtime when the
dependencegraph must be updatedafter loop transfonnations. We believe that this is significant enough to warrant
using the linear algebramodel.

Figure 8. Percentage

of Input Dependences

optimized considering register pressure,our method would
have faired much better. We do note, however, that they
perform unroll-and-jam at the intermediatecode level and
have a better estimation of register pressure,likely giving
them a performanceedge.

The test loops are listed in Table 1. The “Loop” column
gives the name of the loop and an optional number. The
number correspondsto the textual order of loops in the correspondingsubroutine. The “Description” column gives the
suite/benchmark/subroutineof the loop or a short description.

6. Conclusion

Table 1. Description

In this paper,we havepresenteda methodfor computing
unroll amounts for unroll-and-jam using uniformly generatedsetsto computeloop balance.This methodsavesin the
storage of input dependencesover previous depcndenccbasedtechniques[8,7]. Our resultsshow that our technique
savesan averageof 55.6% of the spaceneededfor a depcndence graph for a routine and a total of 84% of the space
neededfor all of the dependencesin the suite. Not only
is spacereduced, but also the processing time of depcndencegraphsis reducedfor transformationsthat update the
dependencegraph.
In the future, we will look into the effects of our optimization technique on architecturesthat support software
prefetching since our performancemodel handlesthis. WC
will also examine the performance of unroll-and-jam on
architectureswith larger register setsso that the transformation is not aslimited. We are currently developing compiler
andarchitecture-simulationtools to allow us to perform this
research.
Given that the trend in machinedesignis to have incrcasingly complex memoryhierarchiesto supportincreasingdcgreesofILP, compilers will needto adoptmoresophisticated
memory-managementand parallelism-enhancing transformations to generatefast and efficient code. The optimization methodpresentedin this paperis a stepin that direction.

of Test Loops

Our experimentsshowedthat the uniformly generatedset
model presentedin this paper gives the sameperformance
improvement as the dependencebasedmodel [ 121. We include the graphs from previous work in Figures 9 and 10
for inspection and refer the readerto that paper for a more
detailed discussion[7]. This result shows that we can remove the storage of input dependenceswithout a loss in
optimization performance.

5.3. Comparison with Wolf, et al.
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Wolf, etal., include unroll-and-jam in aset of transformations that they consider while optimizing for cacheand ILP
together[ 161.They presenta comparisonwith our work that
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Figure 9. Performance of Test Loops on DEC Alpha

Figure 10. Performance of Test Loops on HP PA-RISC
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